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THE MARCOTONE TONE-COLOR SCALE
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Octave of RED
PLATE II - TONE COLOR, YELLOW

YELLOW
Plate III = Tone Color, Blue

BLUE

#b
Plate IV= Tone Color, Orange

ORANGE
Plate V = Tone Color, Green

GREEN

\[\text{Diagram of musical notes}\]
PLATE VI = TONE COLOR. VIOLET

VIOLET

\begin{center}
\begin{musicnote}
\end{musicnote}
\end{center}
Plate VII - Tone Color, Orange-Red

Orange-Red

\[ \text{Music notation} \]
PLATE VIII = TONE COLOR, ORANGE-YELLOW

ORANGE-YELLOW

\[ \text{\textcolor{yellow}{\text{\textbullet\textbullet\textbullet}}} \]
PLATE IX = TONE COLOR, YELLOW-GREEN

YELLOW-GREEN
Plate X = Tone Color, Blue-Green

Blue-Green
Plate XI - Tone Color, Violet-Blue

VIOLET-BLUE
Plate XII - Tone Color, Violet-Red

Violet-Red